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**ABSTRACT**

Globalization is a feeling that the individual is not only a member of his/her state, but a citizen of the world and subsequently teacher education should reflect this global outlook. Now the question arises: How teachers’ education can be transformed from a traditional country bound training program to a new globalized teachers’ education? One of the global challenges which are appearing in this context is to have a gestalt development of any country with all its special cultural identity together with globalization. Only globalization of education is inadequate without localization to pay attention towards the preserving of cultures. It should treat each unique culture and society with due respect, realizing that global education is not only learning about all innovations occurred globally, but also studying different cultures of the world and maintaining them as a cultural heritage of universe. This paper is an attempt to analyze the present position of teacher education in the context of globalization and to explore the need and ways to restructure and redefine teacher education with reference to globalization and localization. It concludes that restructuring teachers’ education with reference to globalization and localization is an urgent need so that we may get such teachers who not only will possess world class knowledge but also right attitude to work and live with open mindedness, and will take them forward in global scenario for the welfare of mankind.
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**Introduction**

Globalization is a significant factor in competitive world that integrate and mobilize cultural values of people at global level. In the age of rapid digital and technological advancements countries are now unified and transformed into one global society due to the process of globalization. In broader sense, “the term ‘globalization’ means combination of economies and societies through cross country flows of information, ideas, technologies, goods, services, capital, finance and people.”1 Globalization is a feeling that the individual is not only a member of his/her state, but a citizen of the world. Man has feeling of love, co-operation and peace which gives birth to globalization in almost all sphere of life. In our country the concept of unity in diversity is an old cliché. Śrī Aurobindo highlighted this aspect and said, "The idea of humanity as a single race of beings with a common life and a common general interest is among the most important characteristic.”2 The concept, ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam,’ that 'the whole world is one family' was articulated here. In fact, globalization gives the reflection of our own culture which was practically visible in our ancient education system which had always embraced welfare of humanity in totality. This vary phenomenon of globalization of all highest regime of human knowledge is evident in spreading of Buddhist philosophy worldwide from India. Thanks to globalization in this modern age too, due to which the world is getting smaller in reach as well as bigger in thoughts. Responding to the serious challenges from all these impacts and transformations, our education inevitably has to change fundamentally towards a new paradigm in order to pursue a new future for our next generations and our society. The education of any nation is very much affected by the culture of that nation so in the wave of globalization the need of localization should not be ignored. Globalization and localization are two opposite processes as globalization tend to introduce uniform global practices while localization is the tendency to accommodate and modify according to local needs. Globalization is a process of designing and developing applications that function for multiple cultures while on the other hand, Localization is the process of customizing your application for a given culture and locale, both are essential for sustainable development of a country. Thus they could be accommodated within one framework to achieve unity in diversity in global perspective, where a service is provided to a global society with its localization in all aspects.
As we all can experience that education is also being affected by the phenomenon of globalization, so is true for teacher education. The teacher education is now reforming and restructuring worldwide. This is due to emergence of international demand of teachers trained with new global structure of teacher education program. The information based teaching has been changed by learning based teaching due to the impact of globalization. A global teacher is expected not only to apply the most effective way of communication and theories of learning but also they have to respond well for the culture of that place which is further responsible for the all-round development of the child. Teacher education in India should be globalized to be able to serve global society and should be made flexible enough to be easily localized with any locale in the world so that it may serve any locale with full effectiveness. Here comes the need to restructure our teacher education with reference to globalization and localization.

Purpose of Study

The main purpose of this study is to analyze present position of teacher education in the context of globalization and to explore the needs and ways to restructure our teacher education with reference to globalization and localization to open a vast area full of opportunities for our trainee teachers and to make them more and more equipped with the trending skills to compete globally in this direction.

Globalization and Education

“Education, as a service industry, is the part of globalization process under the umbrella of General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). India is likely to turn into an increasingly attractive market for foreign universities and hence other nations are going to use GATS provisions to their advantage. Globalization can also have advantages, particularly for India which has a large educational system, infrastructure and diverse human capabilities.” The effects of globalization on education are now visible within learning systems across the world in the form of changing scenario of education system worldwide where classes have changed to smart classes and information based teaching has been changed to learning and interaction based teaching. The other immense effects observed in Indian educational sector due to globalization are increase in literacy rate and collaboration of Foreign Universities with different Indian Universities. The Indian educational system is now facing challenges of globalization through Information technology and is promoting new paradigms of developmental education with new tools and techniques such as E-learning, Flexible learning, Distance Education Programs and Overseas training etc. Chanda Rupa of IIM Bangalore has studied the implications of GATs for higher education in India. She reported that “India has received requests from several countries for opening up of services in education under service trade negotiations launched in January 2000. India has not made any offer in education service in the GATS 2000 round due to sensitive public good nature. Though several Indian students are studying in foreign universities and many foreign institutes are entering India through twinning and franchise arrangement.”

In today's environment, all countries in the world are emphasizing more and more on their education services as only these services can provide individuals with a better chance of employment not only within the country but globally. In education sector, globalization refers to the transfer, adaptation, and development of values, knowledge, technology, and behavioral norms across countries and societies in different parts of the world. Reflecting the vision 2020 of planning commission of India about India’s education Prof J.S. Rajput has also visualized that “Education system of the country is already being influenced by international trends and scenarios. A large number of foreign universities are opening avenues to young persons in India to get their degrees without leaving the country. He also emphasized that the economic, social, cultural, technological changes in the national and international scene contribute to the knowledge society, information society and learning society. All these terms have now become familiar expression in the educational parlance communicating emerging global trends with far reaching implications for the growth and development of any society.” Thus it is an urgent need in our
education sector to associate with globalization through enhancing use of global networking i.e. internet, worldwide e-communication, interflow in technological, economical, social, political, cultural, and learning aspects, international alliances and competitions, international collaboration and exchange, multi-cultural integration, and use of international standards. Implications of globalization for education should include maximizing the education relevance to global development and pooling up the best intellectual resources, support and initiatives from different parts of the world for learning.

**Globalization and Localization of Teacher Education**

Education is undergoing constant changes under the effects of globalization and so is teachers' education. According to a UNESCO report “Teacher education is now beginning to embrace these changes. Digital learning now exists inside many classrooms in the world. Teacher education and teacher-educators will also need to exploit the possibilities of the new digital world.” Globalization and technological advancements are delivering and increasing access to the world and subsequently teachers' education should reflect this global outlook. According to S. Chinnamai (2005) “The globalization of higher education can be linked to various changes in the international system. There have been changes in the labor market, which have resulted in calls for more knowledge and skilled workers, and workers with deeper understandings of languages, cultures and business methods all over the world.” This phenomenon should also be reflected in teachers' education too because there will be a huge requirement of trained teachers by the end of 2030 according to “UNESCO’s Institute of Statistics (UNESCO, 2015b) which has estimated that, “globally, 25.8 million extra teachers will need to be recruited by 2030 to meet Education for All (EFA) targets. At present, it is clear that the traditional structures for training teachers cannot keep pace with such expansion.” Now under such huge pressure foreign universities will certainly try to make ways towards India's teacher education as they have entered in technical education of the country. Thus, to remain in competition and to make Indian teachers’ education of world level it needs to be restructured based on high quality to meet the needs of global market, so that they may apply the most effective ways of their subject teaching using all available resources. A teacher not only facilitate the student to learn and understand but also mentor him, and to be successful mentor teacher needs to be familiar to the cultural, social and other aspects of that place. Every nation has its own cultural background and traditions. Thus it depicts both the phenomenon i.e. globalization and localization should be considered to restructure our teacher education. Here we can experience two aspects of teachers’ training—first is that the cultural identity of trainees should not be ignored by the globalization factor and secondly he should be trained in such a way that he/she may adapt himself to any cultural scenario to serve as international teacher. The trained teachers should be aware of cultural differences and develop the ability to conduce cross-culture communication. We have to realize this vast opportunity in front of our young and trained teachers, which should not be missed by us. No doubt globalization has brought new challenges and requirements on teacher education too, the reform of teaching strategies, target, content and method is an unavoidable task for teacher educators and policy makers for preparing young teachers to more effectively cope with the challenges in the new era. In facing the fast changing environment, many policy makers and educators get confused with uncertainties and ambiguities and lose their directions in the rapid globalization, which has driven numerous educational changes in the different parts of the world. So there is an urgent need of a comprehensive framework for understanding the impacts of rapid developments and advancing implications for innovations in teachers' education. Now the question arises: How teachers’ education can be transformed from a traditional country bound training programme to a new globalized teachers’ education? According to professor Cheng Yin Cheong of the Hong Kong Institute of Education” This is a challenge of the new global world; graduates from education should not be limited to be technicians or experts in certain areas but also be intelligent leaders and citizens for development of the society in different areas. They have the potential to become contextualized multiple intelligent citizens to creatively and wisely lead the development of the whole society or the global village in facing up challenges in this new century. Borderless education will provide
innovative ideas and possibilities for restructuring education in different parts of the world to meet the challenges for the future.”

The aims of teachers’ education should be to develop teachers as leaders and citizens who will creatively contribute to the formation of a global society with multiple developments in technological, economical, social, political, cultural, and learning aspects. One major misunderstanding of challenges of globalization appears to accept it as transfer of knowledge from west to east, while in fact it is not the same. One of the global challenges which are appearing in this context is the vernacular development of any country with all its special cultural identity together with globalization. Only globalization of education is inadequate without localization to pay attention towards the preserving of cultures. It should treat each unique culture and society with due respect, realizing that global education is not only learning about all innovations occurred globally, but also studying different cultures of the world and maintaining them as a cultural heritage of universe. In India the recommendations of “CNR Rao committee set up by ministry of HRD in January 2005 has indicated that government was moving towards a regulatory regime that would permit foreign vercities to set up shops in India in light of GATS. Both favorable and opposing voices heard around to the CNR Rao committee. The Education minister of West Bengal in an Interview to ‘the Statesman’ opposed it by giving a reasons that the syllabi would not reflect Indian culture and ideas merely an alien one and the institutions would be coming to India simply to make money, not to work in the interest of Indian nation.”

In 21st century education system is facing the dual challenge of equipping students with the new knowledge, skills and values needed to be competitive in a global market and producing educated people who are responsible adults, good citizens both of their country and of the world. Thus globalization with localization challenges us to rethink and to restructure teacher education for its ultimate purposes. According to professor Cheng Yin Cheong of Hon Kong Institute of Education “localization refers to the transfer, adaptation and development of related values, knowledge, technology, and behavioral norms from/to the local context.” In software development after a product has been globalized, localization refers to the process of making it ready for a specific market. Similarly globalization and localization of teachers’ education is also essential for its balanced development. The main motto for this endeavor should not be the westernization or commercialization of teachers’ education. It may not be allowed at the cost of recognition and culture of any locale but with the aim to flourish it worldwide which may only be possible through globalization and localization of teachers’ education. In present scenario, NCTE has taken a move towards global perspectives of teacher education by introducing innovative strategies of learning in its curriculum still there is much to be done in the restructuring of teacher education to make our trained teachers able to avail the global opportunities and to become world class and networked teachers through globalization and localization.

Conclusion and suggestions

Universal fraternity is the principle of ancient Indian culture. Globalization and localization of teacher education is an urgent need so that we may get such teachers who not only will possess world class knowledge but also a global attitude to work and live with open mindedness. In its real sense it will take them forward to the welfare of mankind. The importance of both the phenomenon was predicted by Mahatma Gandif long before the emergence of these terminologies as quoted by J.L. Azad in his address “I do not want my house to be walled on all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want the culture of all the lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible, but I refuse to be blown off my feet by any.” The following suggestions merit serious attention for the development of teacher education at international level.
• To combat the gap of knowledge worldwide globalization of teacher education is essential.
• The aim of globalization of teachers’ education should be to develop such teachers who can face challenges at international level and to develop not only the knowledge aspect of a teacher but a good understanding and goodwill for different nations so that they could transfer the tendencies of co-existence and cooperation in our next generation.
• The misconception of globalization as assuming it to be one way flow from west to east, should be changed through proper educational provisions and understanding.
• As being a service sector Education needs both globalization as well as localization of teachers’ education to make it up to date for global and local needs, as the local cultural and social needs should not be ignored in the name of globalization of teacher education.
• Need is to restructure and reform teacher education with reference to globalization and localization both so that cultural identity of trainees should not be ignored by the globalization factor and he should be trained in such a way that he/she may adapt himself to any cultural scenario to serve as international teacher.
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